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Parthenogenesis:
Does It Produce an Embryo?
In late October, scientists at a meeting of
the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine (ASRM) announced that they
had successfully created a new method of
obtaining human embryonic stem cells
which would allegedly avoid the ethical
quandaries associated with the use of
human embryos. The method, called
parthenogenesis, stimulates an egg to
duplicate its 23 chromosomes, or retain
the original 46 chromosomes it has early
in its development, and then begin divid
ing. Scientists asserted that this method is
free of ethical concerns because it does
not create an embryo, but rather an entity
called a “parthenote.” But does it create an
embryo? Other proponents of partheno
genesis, such as Michael West of
Advanced Cell Technology, have publicly
said that the method does create human
embryos. How should we proceed in the
face of such uncertainty? An initial ques
tion to pose: If an entity can produce
human stem cells, should it be regarded
as human? •

Artificial Heart
Offers New Hope
A handful of patients who would other
wise have died from their heart conditions
have been offered a new hope — a mechan
ical heart. The new device, which is self-
contained and needs only a battery pack
worn around the waist for power, is still in
clinical trials. Patients who have received
the heart have been recovering as well as,
or better than, expected.

The first patient to receive the new device,
RobertTools, died in November from inter
nal bleeding and multiple organ failure.
Internal bleeding is one possible side
effect from the use of anticoagulants,
which must be taken by organ transplant
patients. Mr.Tools lived almost six months
with the artificial heart — five months
longer than he was expected to live with
his original heart. •

A Review of the Book “Faith
@ Science: Why Science Needs
Faith in the Twenty-First Century”

(by Denyse O’Leary, Winnipeg, Canada:
J. Gordon Shillingford Publishing Inc., 2001)

Amy B. Coxon, Ph.D. Biologist, National Cancer Institute
Division of Clinical Sciences (Bethesda, MD)

In Faith @ Science: Why Science Needs Faith in the Twenty-First Century, author
Denyse O’Leary does an excellent job of covering many important scientific
issues that Christians must become informed about and address. This book con
sists of a compilation of short articles written by O’Leary that cover a wide range
of scientific issues from a Christian perspective. In some of these essays, O’Leary
actually quotes Scripture, relating it to the issue being discussed. Her articles very
clearly explain how Christian faith should affect beliefs about current science and
its application to everyday life.

Faith @ Science addresses a broad spectrum of scientific topics. The first section
deals with moral dilemmas in our society and the fact that bigger, faster science
lacks the power to solve our moral problems. One particularly interesting essay
in this section deals with Christian couples who underwent in vitro fertilization
and who were advised by their doctors to “selectively reduce” (abort) one or
more of their multiple babies. O’Leary considers various cases in which Christian
couples were counseled to selectively reduce and discusses the biblical responses
of those couples and the reactions of their doctors. She then comments upon the
issue of in vitro fertilization in general and its use by Christians and shares ways
in which Christian couples have dealt with either the guilt of having selectively
reduced or the dilemma resulting from the storage of “extra” frozen embryos fol
lowing in vitro fertilization.

In the second section of this book, “How Big Are Our Footprints?,” O’Leary
includes a compilation of essays regarding how Christians should react to and
think about environmental issues. Among other topics, she considers the issues
raised by genetically engineered food, including its possible effect on our envi
ronment and on the economies of less well off countries.

The third section of Faith @ Science deals with the myths of evolutionary theory.
O’Leary’s essays focus on the “Big Bang” theory, the politics behind the teaching
of evolution, and the questionable or inaccurate nature of some of what is being
taught as “scientific fact.” These essays are eye-opening, revealing much of the
motivation behind why there has been a push in recent years to make the teach
ing of evolution a very high priority in relation to other scientific topics.

In the fourth section of the book, O’Leary discusses what she terms “The Really
Difficult Problems in Faith and Science.” In this section, she outlines and
attempts to answer five questions that she believes are crucial for people of faith
to confront. These issues include intelligent design and faith and healing

The final portion of Faith @ Science details the exploitation of human life for sci
entific purposes as seen, for example, in abortion, the trafficking of fetal tissue
and body parts, and, most recently, in embryonic stem cell research. The author
does an exceptional job in this section.

Overall, I would highly recommend Faith @ Science, especially for the less
scientifically-oriented reader. While many books on scientific/bioethical issues
delve into the science in too much detail for the average reader, O’Leary has done
a wonderful job of presenting her information in a way that makes this book eas
ily readable by anyone. This book is an excellent compilation of essays which
cover a widely varied array of topics that must be addressed by Christians as we
seek to live godly lives in a post-modern culture.

Booklets

Bioethics: A Christian Approach in a Pluralistic Age
Scott Rae, Ph.D.; Paul Cox, Ph.D.
Assesses various secular approaches to bioethics
which are particularly influential today and develops a
framework for a Christian approach—providing an
account of the central theological notions crucial to
an informed Christian perspective on bioethics.
326 pp.
#B1D1 M price $19 NM price $24

Sen. Sam Brownback
Senator of R-Kansas
Faith, Politics,
and the Human Embryo
Relays his personal faith experience
and how that influences his political
involvement in bioethical issues.

C. Ben Mitchell, Ph.D.
Prof. of Bioethics and
Contemporary Culture at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School

4 Ethical Challenges Ahead
Highlights critical ethical challenges
expected to emerge in the coming
biotechnology age, and suggests a
strategy for societal engagement in
the next decade and beyond.

Bioengagement: Making a
RI • Christian Difference Through Bioethics Today
EI~’A MENT . . . .Sets forth a vision of Christian leadership in public

policy, addresses the reciprocal effect of bioethics and
~ culture, and offers timely strategies for impacting
~ today’s society on issues so central to human life and
,~ dignity. It takes seriously the Christian mandate to
(~ engage today’s contemporary culture on the crucial

issues raised by biotechnology. 265 pp.
#B007 M price $17 NM price $22

Nancy Jones, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology,
Wake Forest School of Medicine

Transgenic (Hybrid)
Human/Animals
Underscores the need for the
Church to address the ethical impli
cations of creating organisms which
contain both human and animal
genetic material.

Genetic Ethics: Do the Ends Justify the Genes?

Addresses from a Christian perspective the challenges
and ethical issues presented by genetic disease, genetic
research and technology, genetic testing and counsel
ing, and genetic intervention. 291 pp.
#B003 M price $17 NM price $22
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The New Medicine
Nigel M. de S Cameron, Ph.D.

Argues that in the absence of the Hippocratic prohibi
tion.against the killing of patients by their physicians,
the fundamental value of protecting life is displaced.
The author contends that it is imperative for the
medical profession to return to its Hippocratic roots.
187 pp.

#B304 M price $16 NM price $20
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Alternative
Medicine
96-page booklet
includes answers to
questions such as
“Is using acupunc
ture or herbal reme
dies an acceptable
therapy?” #B201
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C. Christopher Hook, M.D.
Hematologist, Mayo Clinic
Director of Ethics Education,
Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

Cybernetics and Nanotechnology
Provides a review of current and
anticipated advances in cybernetics
and nanotechnology and considers
the significant ethical concerns
associated with these fields.

John Kilner, Ph.D.
President, The Center for Bioethics
and Human Dignity

Human Cloning
~ Explains popular justifications for

human cloning, why they are inade
quate, and why— were they ade
quate—they would actually invali
date cloning.

Henk Jochemsen, Ph.D.
Director~ Lindeboom Institute
for Medical Ethics (Ede, The
Netherlands)

The Fallacy of Reducing
People to Genetics
Examines the history and basis for
considering people to be, primarily,
a product of their genetics.

Buy 4 audio tapes and we will send a free audio to your friend!


